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Handbook of Construction Tolerances
Interior Construction & Detailing for Designers and Architects provides
comprehensive coverage of materials, finishes, construction assemblies,
mechanical and electrical systems, building codes, and design standards. It covers
a broad range of knowledge needed for both commercial and residential projects.
Interior designers, architects, students, and anyone working in interior design and
construction will find Interior Construction & Detailing a valuable resource. Interior
Construction & Detailing also makes a great reference for ARE and NCIDQ® exam
preparation. Comprehensive Coverage of Interior Design and Detailing Principles
Clear explanations help you determine how to select suitable materials and
components More than 700 tables and figures clarify concepts A thorough index
allows you to quickly find information Construction Specification Institute
MasterFormat(tm) numbers are used for convenience 2009 International Building
Code references provide up-to-date coverage Topics Covered Acoustics
Architectural Woodwork Audiovisual Spaces Barrier-Free Design Building Codes
and Regulations Building Investigation Ceilings Decorative Metals Doors and
Hardware Flooring Construction and Finishes Glazing Means of Egress Mechanical
and Electrical Systems Coordination Partitions Signage Systems Stair Design and
Construction Structural Coordination Sustainable Design Wall Finishes

Encyclopedia of Detail in Contemporary Residential Architect
Construction and detailing are vital skills for all students studying interior design
and architecture. This book is structured to encourage a diversity of techniques,
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allowing each student the means to find and put into practice the appropriate
solution to fabrication issues and also to express their own personal aesthetic. The
relation of existing building shells to the construction and detailing of new
elements is also explored. Practical tips are given throughout the book, the roles of
consultants, manufacturers, suppliers, and fabricators are explained, and theories
of modern, sustainable approaches to interior detailing are discussed. The chapters
are packed with professional, annotated drawings and explanatory photographs of
techniques, materials, and tools. Through these, the principles of sound
construction are explained. This second edition includes revised diagrams to
increase clarity, more on sustainability, and more on services and lighting.

The Fundamentals of Interior Design
Designs for gardens and landscapes need to contain accurate information to
ensure that both the designer’s intent is clear and to enable the highest quality
constructions. This book contains the elements most often used when detailing
surfaces, with key information on standards, guidance and construction that the
practitioner must be aware of. Alongside the text are 2D and 3D images with
suggestions of measurements, design considerations and materials. Key topics
covered in this book are: Vehicular paving Pedestrian paving and patios Steps and
ramps Margins, edges and kerbs Drainage channels To be used in conjunction with
the book is an innovative online library of freely downloadable CAD (SketchUp
format) details which link directly to those in the book. These details are available
for the reader to edit, adapt and use in their own designs - and make the task of
detailing for projects that little bit easier.

Traditional Construction Patterns
The Business of Design debunks the myth that business sense and creative talent
are mutually exclusive and, unlike other lackluster business books, is written and
illustrated to captivate a visually thinking audience. For nearly thirty years,
consultant Keith Granet has helped design professionals pursue their passion and
turn a profit. From billing to branding, client management to marketing and
licensing, The Business of Design reveals the tools necessary to create and run a
thriving design business in today's ultra-competitive marketplace.

1001 Traditional Construction Details
Soccer stadiums, airports, theaters, museums – it falls to very few architects to
tackle spectacular building tasks like these. The everyday work of most architects
is more often focused on "manageable" projects like the renovation, remodeling, or
rebuilding of single- and multi-family houses, schools, and offices. Whatever the
nature of the building task, interior construction is always a significant design and
qualitative challenge that calls for highly detailed technical expertise. After all, it
affects the realm that will be brought to life and utilized by the user when the task
is finished, and whose aesthetic and functional serviceability will be put to the test
each and every day. The Interior Construction Manual supports planners in their
daily work as a practical planning aid and reference work with the relevant
standards, guidelines, reference details, and constructional solutions, all illustrated
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by built example projects. It brings together the crucial facts on all aspects of
interior construction and presents the key fundamentals of building physics, fire
protection, interior construction systems, and openings. In addition, it offers
concrete tips on integrated planning approaches, energy and sustainability issues,
materials used in interior construction, hazardous substances, and dealing with
building services and light planning.

Interior Construction & Detailing
The "E-Learning Methodologies" guide will support professionals involved in the
design and development of e-learning projects and products. The guide reviews
the basic concepts of e-learning with a focus on adult learning, and introduces the
various activities and roles involved in an e-learning project. The guide covers
methodologies and tips for creating interactive content and for facilitating online
learning, as well as some of the technologies used to create and deliver e-learning.

The Interior Design Reference & Specification Book
Planning construction of a new library facility or renovation of an existing one can
be a daunting task. With the new fifth edition of his Checklist of Library Building
Design Considerations, veteran library administrator and construction consultant
William Sannwald guides librarians and other members of a building design team
through the stages of the design process.

Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors
Bars and restaurants need to be assertive. Customers tend not to visit them to
satisfy basic appetites for food or drink but for the social opportunities. Their
interiors need to occupy the imagination of their customers and to whet the
appetite for a return visit. The design that gets the formula right will do as much to
prolong the life of the business as the products on offer. This book includes a wide
range of international projects and for each one there is a descriptive text, color
photographs, floor plans, sections and construction, and decorative details. A
bonus CD-ROM contains all the drawings as printed in the book, in both EPS and
DWG (generic CAD) formats.

Interiors Construction Manual
This edition of the industry standard on architectural detailing includes new
sections covering analysis and modification of existing details and design of new
details, both basic and advanced. Revised to address sustainability and to reflect
the International Building Code®, Architectural Detailing continues to deliver
reliable, insightful information on how to design details that will be water- and
airtight, control the flows of heat and water vapor, adjust to all kinds of movement,
age gracefully, be easy to construct, and still look good. Conveniently organized by
the three major concerns of the detailer—function, constructibility, and
aesthetics—this edition features: Richly illustrated examples of detail design, case
studies, and practical exercises. New and revised patterns showing form,
constructibility, and aesthetics. Everything you need, whether a student or
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professional, to design details that work. Order your copy today.

Interior Detailing
Maximize the clarity, accuracy, and professionalism of your construction drawings
with high-quality, ready-to-go details! You won't find a more practical or more
complete and accurate -- collection of technically-sound scaled drawings than this
superb one from architect Stephen A. Mouzon. 1001 TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION
DETAILS puts at your command traditional details used in every type of structure -residential, commercial, public, retail, and institutional buildings -- and ideal for
both new construction and renovation projects. An indispensable tool for every
construction professional -- architects, builders and contractors, interior designers,
remodelers, drafters and structural engineers -- it gives you details for everything
from foundations to finishes; structural to systems -- to trim to ADA-specific
fixtures, accessories, and signage. Scan or trace all the details you need into your
drawings to: Maximize your efficiency and simplify your workload Increase the
professional appearance of your drawings while saving time and effort Make your
drawings easier to read ¿ and less likely to be misunderstood by builders

Architectural Detailing
This is a comprehensive sourcebook, containing newly commissioned scale
drawings of every type of architectural detailtaken from 100 of the best
contemporary houses. Over 700 detailed drawings of walls, floors, ceilings, doors,
windows, and staircases feature keys explaining construction techniques and
materials used. Each drawing is cross referenced to other details from the same
building. This is an invaluable reference for all architects, showing the best
examples of residential detailing from around the world. A bonus DVD includes all
of the drawings featured in the book.

Hand Drafting for Interior Design
The comprehensive guide to construction tolerances, newly revised and updated
How much may a steel frame be out of plumb? What are the expected variations of
a precast concrete panel? What is required to successfully detail finish materials on
masonry? Updating and expanding on its popular first edition, the Handbook of
Construction Tolerances, Second Edition remains the only comprehensive
reference to the thousands of industry standard tolerances for the manufacture,
fabrication, and installation of construction materials and components-- including
all-important accumulated dimensional variations. Covering new materials and
techniques developed since the book was first published, the Second Edition of this
easy-to-use reference features: * More than 100 drawings illustrating the tolerance
concepts * New sections on measuring compliance with tolerance standards; rightof-way construction; autoclaved aerated concrete; tilt-up concrete panels; interior
stone wall cladding; structural insulated panels; decorative architectural glass;
laminated architectural flat glass and bent glass * New guidelines on how to
incorporate tolerance requirements in drawings and specifications * New
information on how to apply tolerance information during contract administration
With the Handbook, architects, engineers, contractors, interior designers, lawyers,
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and others involved in the construction industry will be armed with the information
they need to design and detail more accurately, write better specifications,
establish normal practice and standards of care, supervise construction, settle
worksite disputes, and save time and money at every stage of building.

Construction and Detailing for Interior Design
What makes building materials sustainable? How to reduce the amount of
embodied energy in building constructions? And how does a Life Cycle Analysis
work? These are questions which are becoming increasingly more common in the
context of sustainable construction. The DETAIL Green Book "Sustainable
Construction Techniques" offers a thorough guide to ecological building design and
sustainable construction methods, which will be particularly valuable for architects.
The authors provide an overview of the most relevant databases and certification
standards for building products and illustrate how a Life Cycle Analysis is
conducted. They also identify key ways of optimising the planning process in line
with ecological criteria, while offering advice for the selection of building materials
and elements. Detailed documentation from five buildings constructed in Europe
and North America serve to illustrate the associated assessment processes in this
book.

Nicolehollis
Inspire Your Home
Hybrid Drawing Techniques for Interior Design shows you a flexible and productive
design workflow that starts with hand drawing and moves on to digital techniques.
In this book, digital and freehand images are displayed side-by-side, so that you
can choose at every step which method is best for your desired effect. You will also
learn how to draw freehand using a digital tablet, and how to render perspective
views, elevations and floor plans. This book includes more than 400 color images
and practice exercises that can be referenced online.

Project Management for Construction
Building Systems for interior designers Second Edition Corky Binggeli, asid The
updated guide to technical building systems for interior designers As integral
members of the building design team, interior designers share an increasingly
complex and crucial role. Now revised in its second edition, Building Systems for
Interior Designers remains the one go-to resource that addresses the special
concerns of the interior designer within the broader context of the rest of the
building design team. Building Systems for Interior Designers, Second Edition
explains technical building systems and engineering issues in a clear and
accessible way to interior designers. Covering systems from HVAC to water and
waste to lighting, transportation, and safety, author Corky Binggeli enables interior
designers to communicate more effectively with architects, engineers, and
contractors; collaborate effectively on projects; and contribute to more accurate
solutions for a broad range of building considerations. Among the many
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improvements in the Second Edition are: A deeper engagement with sustainable
building design, giving the interior designer the resources needed to participate as
part of a sustainable design team A reshaped structure that enhances the reader's
understanding of the material Many more illustrations and explanatory captions
With a host of features to make the book more up to date, easier to use, and more
effective as an instructive guide, Building Systems for Interior Designers, Second
Edition is a valuable book for students as well as a practical desktop reference for
professionals.

Detail in Contemporary Hotel Design
The all-in-one interior detailing guide that unites creative and technical aspects A
well-executed interior space requires the successful combination of the creative
and the technical. Interior Detailing bridges the gap between design and
construction, and shows how to develop and transform design concepts into details
that meet the constraints, functional requirements, and constructability issues that
are part of any interior design element. It offers guidance on how design
professionals can combine imaginative thinking and the application of technical
resources to create interiors that are aesthetically pleasing, functionally superior,
and environmentally sound. Interior Detailing: Includes 150 easy-to-understand
details showing how to logically think through the design and development of an
assembly so that it conforms to the designer's intent and meets the practical
requirements of good construction Describes how to solve any detailing design
problem in a rational way Contains conceptual and practical approaches to
designing and detailing construction components thatform interior spaces Shows
how a small number of principles can be used to solve nearly any detailing
problem This guide covers the subject of interior spaces comprehensively by
balancing the contributions of physical beauty and structural integrity in one
complete volume. By following the principles laid out in this book, interior
designers and architects can plan for the construction of a unique interior
environment more thoughtfully and with a clearer, better-defined purpose.

Home Decorating For Dummies
Sustainable Construction Techniques
Through step-by-step illustrations, Diana Kingsley draws on her professional and
academic experience to show readers how to create beautiful detailed interior
design drawings to share with clients, with detailed examples showing how to
render furniture, floors, walls, windows, plants in floor plans and elevations, using
only drafting pencils, a T-square and a triangle. Instead of unattractive plain boxes
for furniture, the reader will learn to define them with handsome detail. Beginning
with instructions on how to line up a T-square on the paper, to easily set up and
work on any drafting board and covering how to properly use tracing paper
layering to expand design ideas, all the way through to completion of the little
pieces of art representing design ideas and concepts. The new edition builds on
the success of the first edition, expanding the coverage of elevations by adding
use of gray-tones for additional depth, adding new material on exterior and
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landscaping, and generally enhancing the content and drawings that make up the
book's substance.

Detail in Contemporary Bar and Restaurant Design
Do you long to create picture-perfect rooms but can’t quite seem to achieve them?
Do you want better functioning spaces for working, playing, or living? Do you
clamor to express your personal style? If you said “yes” to any of these questions,
you’ve turned to the right source for real answers from the pros. Home Decorating
For Dummies, 2nd Edition is for all kinds of people in all kinds of decorating
situations, including: First-time buyers or renters. You have a whole new place to
decorate. Where do you start? Second- or third-time home buyers. Whether you’ve
gone up or down in size, stayed in the same region or moved to a whole new one,
you need to know how to make your old furniture work in a new setting, how to
add furnishings, and how to make your style seem fresh. Newly blended families.
He has furniture, she has furniture, they have furniture. Can it all work together
harmoniously? Indeed! And anyone else who loves decorating. Don’t forget:
Imagination counts. Each part of Home Decorating For Dummies, deals with a
broad area of decorating, and each chapter contains specific and detailed
information. You'll discover tips on Basic planning – where to begin when you want
to start decorating Creating surface interest – the effects of color, pattern, and
texture, and the problems created by too much or too little of them Creating
backgrounds – what you need to know about the special decorating requirements
of your walls Tackling tough rooms – how to effectively decorate rooms that have
special functional requirements Accessorizing with art and other stuff – adding the
final flourishes to every space in your place Home Decorating For Dummies, 2nd
Edition contains all the basics – including how to figure out what you can spend;
how to spend it; and the latest and greatest in styles, trends, and technology. What
do you do with your space next? The possibilities are endless.

Architect's Handbook of Construction Detailing
Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors
Kit Kemp is back with another colorful and exciting interiors book that showcases
her unique approach to design. For over 20 years, Kit Kemp has been at the
forefront of the international design community, developing a signature style which
mixes contemporary works of art by both well-known artists and unknowns -- all of
whom paint with soul as much as skill -- with Kit's own furniture designs, antiques,
and junk shop finds. All of this is set against a layered backdrop of luxurious
fabrics, bespoke wallpapers and hand-finished detailing which creates instant
impact. In Design Thread, Kit shares the inspiration behind her creative process:
whether it's a house in the country or a city pied-à-terre, a hotel suite or beach bar,
her unique eye for design shines through. Kit considers every element of her
interiors in detail, each one treated as a work of art in its own right, with an
emphasis on creating personal, authentic, handcrafted spaces which capture the
imagination and stand the test of time. Alongside the stunning images of room sets
and detailed close-ups, from her hotels to her private residences, there will be
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great insight into the inspirations behind Kit's work, including her design
collaborations.

Detailing for Landscape Architects
Instagram star and founder of Inspire Me! Home Décor shares her creative and
elegant interior design secrets so you can create a glamorous yet cozy home
without spending a fortune. Farah Merhi launched Inspire Me! Home Decor in 2012
as a creative outlet during a transitional time in her life. Farah was about to
graduate college and planned to attend law school. Going through the motions and
feeling unfulfilled in her career choice, she built up the courage to face her truth.
Taking time off to figure herself out, Farah, through a remodel project in her home,
had her “ah-ha” moment. The importance of taking care of your home, specifically
in the way you clean, organize, and design, was instilled in her at a young age, but
she didn’t realize how much of an impact her upbringing had until she owned her
own home. Farah knew she had found her passion and calling, and was determined
to inspire home owners to live their best lives in their homes. Farah believes that
taking care of your home is essential to your peace of mind. Her design style is
elegant and glamorous but infused with warmth and coziness, creating a
welcoming feel with neutral color palletes, soft and inviting fabrics, and exquisite
design details that can work in any room. She believes you can make a statement
without sacrificing an inviting feel to your rooms. There is no right and wrong when
it comes to designing your home and Farah encourages you to focus on the overall
look and feel you desire, and her tips and advice will help guide you through the
process. Starting with her most frequently asked questions about paint color
versus wallpaper, lighting and rugs, home organization, and of course styling,
Farah walks you through every room in the house from the mudroom to the
kitchen and kids’ bedrooms. Along the way, she includes quick seasonal updates
on a budget, suggested routines for maintaining your space, and her unique
reward system, which includes small styling vignettes around your home. Woven
throughout are Farah’s personal stories that will feel like you’re getting design
advice from a close friend. Everyone deserves to walk into a beautifully decorated
home every day—now you can, with the inspiration and practical tips in Inspire
Your Home.

Drawing for Interior Design Second Edition
The second edition of The Fundamentals of Interior Design provides a thorough
introduction to the key elements of interior design and the ideas that underpin
them. The book describes the entirety of the creative process, from researching
initial ideas to realizing them in three-dimensional form. Throughout the text,
guidelines are given to provide structure to the interior design process and the
reader is encouraged to adapt and initiate methodologies to suit individual project
needs. This approach is intended to give designers a belief in their own abilities,
and the confidence to tackle different projects with the unique challenges that
each one brings. The book features a variety of diagrams and talking points to
encourage students and practitioners to think about key issues such as
understanding spatial relationships and the use of sustainable materials. This
second edition includes new case studies focusing on well-known international
interior design studios, such as Conran and Partners, UK, Slade Architecture, US,
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Gensler, US and award winning architects Chae-Pereira in South Korea. The
introduction of interviews with contemporary interior designers allows readers an
insight in to the working world of interior design. The new projects allow students
to explore what they have learned in each chapter through experimentation and
these activities encourage creativity and further learning.

Hybrid Drawing Techniques for Interior Design
The debate surrounding hand drawing versus computer-generated imagery has
become a hot topic. Having grown up with computers, today's interior design and
architecture students are extremely adept at creating computer imagery, but often
lack confidence in their freehand sketching skills, or do not know how to sketch at
all. Sketching, and the careful observation that it entails, is essential for the
successful development of the next generation of designers. Forty-five step-bystep exercises take the student from the simple three-dimensional forms of
furniture, to interiors, to complex building exteriors and cityscapes. Technical
topics covered include tools, line weights, perspective, proportion, composition,
shading, serial views, and context. Exercises are illustrated with beautiful sketches
specially created by the author. Sketching for Architecture and Interior Design is an
indispensable and practical guide for students wishing to master the art of looking
and sketching.

Architectural Detailing
This book covers all stages of visual presentation as part of the interior design
process, from the most basic initial sketches to fully developed computergenerated visualizations. Following a brief introduction four chapters take the
reader through the design process, from the basics to conception, presentation
and production. This second edition includes more practical advice on techniques,
more case studies, step-by-step sequences and updated examples. With a varied
and comprehensive range of images, this book is an invaluable, inspirational and
practical resource for interior design students.

Space Planning Basics
The new industry standard on landscape architectural detailing Detailing for
Landscape Architects takes the reader on an educational journey across three
major areas of landscape architectural detailing—aesthetics, function, and
constructibility—to demonstrate how powerful design patterns can transform
thematic ideas into awe-inspiring built realities. Richly illustrated examples
accompany concise discussions of a varied blend of landscape design/detailing
issues such as water movement, soil environments, articulating structures and
construction assemblies, life cycle costing, sustainability, health and safety, and
more. This book approaches the subject of detailing in a systematic manner, and
provides a balanced framework for design and workmanship that conveys the
essence of the built landscape. Detailing for Landscape Architects shows how
details can: Reinforce design ideas through the continuity and discontinuity of
patterns Actively contribute to the overall form or geometry of the design Be
designed to be durable and flexible while enhancing the entire design Gracefully
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accommodate the natural growth and change of plant materials Anticipate
maintenance needs to minimize future disruptions Maximize their cost
effectiveness through understanding their function while designing to meet those
functions Including chapters that apply detail patterns to the design of an urban
plaza, a roof deck, and a residence, Detailing for Landscape Architects offers
guidance on solving specific technical requirements, while preserving and
enhancing the visual qualities that celebrate innovation, and carry forth a timeless
quality of building.

Checklist of Library Building Design Considerations
DIV In the world of interior design, thousands of bits of crucial information are
scattered across a wide array of sources. The Interior Design Reference &
Specification Book collects the information essential to planning and executing
interior projects of all shapes and sizes, and distills it in a format that is as easy to
use as it is to carry. You’ll also find interviews with top practitioners drawn across
the field of interior design. —Fundamentals provides a step-by-step overview of an
interiors project, describing the scope of professional services, the project
schedule, and the design and presentation tools used by designers. —Space
examines ways of composing rooms as spatial environments while speaking to
functional and life-safety concerns. —Surface identifies options in color, material,
texture, and pattern, while addressing maintenance and performance issues.
—Environments looks at aspects of interior design that help create a specific mood
or character, such as natural and artificial lighting, sound and smell. —Elements
describes the selection and specification of furniture and fixtures, as well as other
components essential to an interior environment, such as artwork and accessories.
—Resources gathers a wealth of useful data, from sustainability guidelines to
online sources for interiors-related research. /div

Design Thread
Interior Detailing provides interior designers and architects with a unique collection
of interior details and material information; connecting the realms of design
technical detailing that are typically treated separately. The book, which includes
150 easy to understand details, shows how to logically think through the design
and development of an assembly so it conforms to the designer's intent and meets
practical requirements of good construction.

Sketching for Architecture + Interior Design
* A hands-on, well-illustrated reference that helps architects and contractors avoid
making common errors in traditional construction details * Graphical approach
allows users to quickly visualize design solutions * Lists the rules-of-thumb for each
detail, and correct and incorrect examples of how to design or construct each
detail

Interior Detailing
Hotel interiors need to satisfy the imaginations of their customers and whet the
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appetite for a return visit or recommendation, and the design that gets the formula
right will do as much to prolong the life of the business as the service delivered
within the hotel. This book explores in detail 48 of the best recent hotel interior
design schemes, featuring projects by leading architects from around the world.
The book is divided into three sections embracing newly built and refurbished
hotels as well as conversions. Each project includes photographs as well as
detailed drawings and plans, where appropriate, as well as informative text
describing the design concept and process. A bonus CD contains drawings featured
in the book, in both eps and dwg (generic CAD) formats.

Interior Construction & Detailing for Designers and Architects
A complete guide to preparing construction documentation from a design
perspective Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors has become a musthave guide for students of interior design. It covers the essentials of traditional and
computer-aided drafting with a uniquely design-oriented perspective. No other text
provides this kind of attention to detail. Inside, you'll find specialty drawings, a
sensitivity to aesthetic concerns, and real-world guidance from leaders in the field
of interior design. Updated content is presented here in a highly visual format,
making it easy to learn the basics of drawing for each phase of the design process.
This new Third Edition includes access to a full suite of online resources. Students
and designers studying for the National Council for Interior Design Qualification
(NCIDQ) will especially appreciate these new materials. This revision also keeps
pace with evolving construction standards and design conventions. Two new
chapters, 'Concept Development and the Design Process' and 'Structural Systems
for Buildings,' along with expanded coverage of building information modeling
(BIM), address the latest design trends. Includes online access to all-new resources
for students and instructors Provides real-world perspective using countless
example drawings and photos Focuses on interior design-specific aspects of
construction documentation Serves as a perfect reference for the contract
documents section of the NCIDQ exam Written by designers, for designers,
Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors remains a standout choice for the
fields of interior design, technical drawing, and construction documentation. From
schematics through to working drawings, learn to communicate your vision every
step of the way.

E-learning Methodologies
Space planning involves much more than sketching a preliminary floor plan. A
designer must take a client's programming needs into account and must also
consider how other factors such as building codes and environmental factors affect
a spatial composition. Space Planning Basics, now in its Third Edition, offers a
highly visual, step-by-step approach to developing preliminary floor plans for
commercial spaces. The book provides tools for visualizing space and walks the
designer through other considerations such as building code requirements and
environmental control needs. Specific programming techniques covered include
matrices, bubble diagrams, CAD templates, block plans, and more. New to this
edition are coverage of the basics of stair design, an essential aspect for planning
spaces.
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Hitler at Home
Significantly updated with revisions to nearly all 200-plus details, this second
edition of Architect's Handbook of Construction Detailing provides architects,
engineers, interior designers, contractors, and other building professionals with all
of the common construction details, materials information, and detailing concepts
used throughout the industry. The information can be used as is or modified to fit
individual project designs. Each of book's seven sections -- formatted to follow the
new six-digit CSI MasterFormat system -- contains details and related information,
including descriptions, detailing considerations, material requirements, installation
requirements, tolerance coordination, and likely failure points. Additionally, SI
(metric) equivalents have been added to all dimensions.

Interior Construction & Detailing for Designers and Architects
Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors serves as the essential reference
for designers preparing interior construction documents, explaining how to do a
new construction, remodeling, or installation project. In a highly visual format, the
book covers drafting fundamentals and conventions; drawing types, plans, and
schedules; and computer-aided design (CAD). With expanded coverage of the
preparation and communication of construction documents in digital formats,
drawing interior perspectives, and more, the text also serves as an invaluable
study reference for the contract documents section of the NCIDQ exam. A new
companion Web Site supplies template grids for schedules and contract documents
for practice exercises.

The Business of Design
A look at Adolf Hitler’s residences and their role in constructing and promoting the
dictator’s private persona both within Germany and abroad. Adolf Hitler’s
makeover from rabble-rouser to statesman coincided with a series of dramatic
home renovations he undertook during the mid-1930s. This provocative book
exposes the dictator’s preoccupation with his private persona, which was shaped
by the aesthetic and ideological management of his domestic architecture. Hitler’s
bachelor life stirred rumors, and the Nazi regime relied on the dictator’s three
dwellings—the Old Chancellery in Berlin, his apartment in Munich, and the Berghof,
his mountain home on the Obersalzberg—to foster the myth of the Führer as a
morally upstanding and refined man. Author Despina Stratigakos also reveals the
previously untold story of Hitler’s interior designer, Gerdy Troost, through newly
discovered archival sources. At the height of the Third Reich, media outlets around
the world showcased Hitler’s homes to audiences eager for behind-the-scenes
stories. After the war, fascination with Hitler’s domestic life continued as soldiers
and journalists searched his dwellings for insights into his psychology. The book’s
rich illustrations, many previously unpublished, offer readers a rare glimpse into
the decisions involved in the making of Hitler’s homes and into the sheer power of
the propaganda that influenced how the world saw him. “Inarguably the powderkeg title of the year.”—Mitchell Owen, Architectural Digest “A fascinating read,
which reminds us that in Nazi Germany the architectural and the political can
never be disentangled. Like his own confected image, Hitler’s buildings cannot be
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divorced from their odious political hinterland.”—Roger Moorhouse, Times

Building Systems for Interior Designers
Designing interior spaces is a task that is equally relevant as architecture,
landscape architecture, and urban design for those working professionally in the
built environment. In this comprehensive work, an international and
interdisciplinary team of authors presents the essential aspects of the various
fields of contemporary interior architecture and design. The project examples are
illustrated with brilliant photographs and plans. They have been selected according
to consistent criteria for all chapters of the book and represent the essential
building types, including exhibition stand design, as well as a broad range of
today’s design approaches. The authors place the collaboration between the
various design disciplines at the center of focus. The appendix contains information
for further research. All in all, Designing Interior Architecture is a fundamental
reference work for all those professionally engaged with the design.

Construction Detailing for Interior Design
A timesaving reference for design professionals working in either commercial or
residential construction.

Construction Detailing for Landscape and Garden Design
In this artful book, Nicole Hollis shares her beautiful holistic environments, which
thoughtfully balance a modern spirit of innovation with a reverence for artisanal
craftsmanship. Nicole Hollis's approach to contemporary living is to create timeless
interiors that blend seamlessly with the environment. Featured is a wide range of
residences in city, country, and coastal settings that masterfully mix the simplicity
of line with organic complexity to create refined spaces. A striking home in the
Marin County town of Tiburon features natural materials and dramatic touches that
embrace the property's sweeping views of the San Francisco Bay. A Kona Coast
property set on a lava field reimagines a Hawaiian open-plan sanctuary with a
modern design scheme of rich textures, including lava-basalt floor tiles and coral
wall blocks. Michele Oka Doner's lighting employs the shape of Kiawe tree
branches. A San Francisco pied-à-terre is an elegant contrast study in black and
white, infused with historical nuances. These curated spaces are comprised of art,
found objects, and bespoke furnishings that underscore Nicole's appreciation of
texture, craft, and nature.

Designing Interior Architecture
The industry-standard guide to designing well-performing buildings Architectural
Detailing systematically describes the principles by which good architectural
details are designed. Principles are explained in brief, and backed by extensive
illustrations that show you how to design details that will not leak water or air, will
control the flow of heat and water vapor, will adjust to all kinds of movement, and
will be easy to construct. This new third edition has been updated to conform to
International Building Code 2012, and incorporates current knowledge about new
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material and construction technology. Sustainable design issues are integrated
where relevant, and the discussion includes reviews of recent built works that
extract underlying principles that can be the basis for new patterns or the
alteration and addition to existing patterns. Regulatory topics are primarily focused
on the US, but touch on other jurisdictions and geographic settings to give you a
well-rounded perspective of the art and science of architectural detailing. In
guiding a design from idea to reality, architects design a set of details that show
how a structure will be put together. Good details are correct, complete, and
provide accurate information to a wide variety of users. By demonstrating the use
of detail patterns, this book teaches you how to design a building that will perform
as well as you intend. Integrate appropriate detailing into your designs Learn the
latest in materials, assemblies, and construction methods Incorporate sustainable
design principles and current building codes Design buildings that perform well,
age gracefully, and look great Architects understand that aesthetics are only a
small fraction of good design, and that stability and functionality require a deep
understanding of how things come together. Architectural Detailing helps you bring
it all together with a well fleshed-out design that communicates accurately at all
levels of the construction process.
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